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ABOUTUS
Our company ever since its
incorporation in the
telecommunication sector has been
operating the machine. Our company
since its establishment until the
superior service quality and customer
satisfaction continues to be one of the
leading companies.
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The fact that customer satisfaction
as a priority action in this direction

is to provide products and services.
For this reason,
•Complying with the terms of
the quality management
system, to sustain activity.
•Ethics, values, respect and team
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GENERAL
DESCRIPTION
There are two disadvantages of
standart plastic pipe coupling devices
for people who is blowing cable. One of
them is coupling two pipes each other
takes too much time and the other
one is you can not take out plastic pipe
coupling device after cable blowing
inside the coupling device. You can take
it out only by cutting it means that you
can use it only once.
UPCOM supplies the steel duct
coupling devices to solve these
problems.
You will work much more efficient with
these tools.
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PIPE COUPLING DEVICE
FROM OUTSIDE
The coupling device which is in left is the
standart coupling device but the device in
the right side is supplied for cable blowing
industry by UPCOM.
Adventages of UPCOM’s coupling device
is written in the below.
1)Coupling is very faster than standart
couplers by easy clamping mechanism.
2)You can not take out standart couplers
after cable blown inside the coupler. You
can only take it out by cutting.because
it is not dividing by hinge mechanism.
Cutting coupler take lots of time and of
course it will be rubbish after cutting.
UPCOM’s desigh can easily take out
without cutting any thing and you can
use it many times.

Duct ConnectionDevice
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PIPE COUPLING DEVICE
FROM INSIDE
If the ducts montaged short in manhole or the duct type is as on figure 3, you
will not have place to clutch duct from outside so you need to cut ducts to
montage with standart coupler.
This cutting job has lot’s of disadvantages for cable blowing persons.
1) Wasting time.
2) Hard to work in duct.
3) Bad image by cuting ducts
You need to use , UPCOM’s duct coupling device from inside on
figure 1, to not to cut ducts.
This coupling device is montaging inside the duct by screwing as in figure 5.
Upcom’s duct coupling device from outisde is using from the back of this
coupler as you can see on figure 6.
The pipe which we vant to couple is in the other side of the duct coupling
device from outside as you can see on figure 6-7.
Taking out cable after blowing is easy because it is deviding by hinge
mechanism as you can see on figure 2
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EC DECLARATION OF
CONFIRMITY
UPCOM TELEKOMUKASYON BILIŞIM TEKNOLOJILERI URUNLERI SAN. VE TIC. LTD. STI.
According to Machinery Directive 2006/42/EEC
Declaration:
Herewith we declare under our own responsibility that the products
designated below
Products:
Fiber optic cable blowing machine
are manufactured in accordance with the EC Directives
Directives:
Managing Director
Machinery Directive 2006/42/EEC including their amendments.
Harmonised Standards: TSEN ISO 12100, EN60204-1
Istanbul, 2018
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